
Angel Lumiel
Instructions No. 1502
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

You can easily recreate this bright winter decoration . The angels belong in every winter and Christmas decoration. They are a great eye-
catcher in the home and also cut a fine figure as lucky and guardian angels.

Whitee Christmas angel
Print the motif templates at the beginning of your work. Then start to
transfer the templates of the cones to the star foil and the wing templates to
Foam sheets . Now cut out the motif templates. 

Next, stick an equally long strip of double-sided Adhesive tape. to each
straight side of the cut-out star foil. Please note that the smooth side of the
foil must face inwards to achieve the 3D star effect. Remove the protective
strip of the adhesive tape, turn the star foil into a cone and stick the straight
sides together to form a cone. Repeat this procedure for the second star foil
section.

Now it is already the turn of the angels ' heads. First cut a strand of the
Chenille wire each in two halves of equal length. Twist the ends of the
chenille wire pieces together over a length of about 5 - 6 cm. The resulting
ring at the upper end is later bent into a halo .

Bright dress & featherlight Angel wings
Insert the twisted end through the Wooden ball. Then thread a small piece of the light chain from below through the first cone and fix it to the lower end of the
head with chenille wire. Pull the light chain back into the body cone until the head is on top of the cone. Now take the second part of the chenille wire and wrap
it around the top of the cone like a scarf. This serves as an accessory, but also as an additional stabilisation for the head. If necessary, you can use a few
drops of hot glue to fix the head more stable on the body.

Do the same with the second strand Chenille wire. If the head is sitting on the correct Position, ..we'll get the wings . You have already cut these out of Foam
sheets before. Now remove the protective foil from the self-adhesive Foam sheets and start to stick the Feathers to the Foam sheets as desired. The feather
effect is most beautiful if you put the keels of the Feathers center on the back piece of the foam rubber. Then glue the Foam sheets to the angel body with a
few drops of hot glue. 

Please repeat the corresponding steps for your second winter angel. Now you still have to align the heads of the angels at only and bend the halos to the right
shape. Ready is your heavenly shining winter angel!

Article number Article name Qty
688956 VBS Star foil "Magic Star" 1
617208 VBS Wooden balls drilledØ 40 mm, 25 pieces 1
650571 VBS Chenille wire "Silver", 8 mm, 50 cm, 10 pieces 1
610766-00 Marabou feathers, about 15 piecesWhite 1
521536 VBS Double sided adhesive tape, 8 mm, 25 m 1
443227-01 VBS Glitter-Foam sheetsClassic 1
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